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Why Market is falling ???


Domestic political jitters coupled with
global uncertainty is adding fuel to the
fire as most global ETF funds are
making loss in India.



ETF funds are already making losses in
India and with political uncertainty
clouding investment climate, they are
withdrawing money.

Politically Uncertainty...










The Dravida Munnetra Kazhagam (DMK) pulled out of the ruling UPA coalition,
jeopardising Prime Minister Mr. Manmohan Singh's economic reforms but
posing no immediate threat to the minority government, which can survive with
the support of other parties.
The withdrawal of the DMK could hamper the government's efforts to rein in the
budget deficit, spur growth in Asia's third-largest economy and stave off the
threat of a downgrade by global credit ratings agencies.
Markets have been hostage to political events and the recent comments made
by the BJP's senior-most leader Mr. LK Advani sparked fresh worries of early
elections.
Mr. Advani said that Lok Sabha elections could be held earlier than scheduled,
even this year. Continued political uncertainty and negative FII flows flared fresh
worries in the mind of investors.
However, commenting on Mr. Advani's statement, Mr. Bibek Debroy said that he
doesn't see any material trigger to early polls as yet. MR. Debroy however
admitted that there is a lot of anti-incumbency around.
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Technically Speaking...



Technically a “ Head & Shoulder” pattern
has formed which indicates the further
downtrend in Nifty upto 5150-5100 level.



Nifty is trading below 200 DMA which
indicates highly negative for short-term.



As per Elliott Wave Theory, Nifty remains
weak which has possibilities to test 5439
within a couple of days and some sort of
short covering might be expected near
5439 level.
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Market Mantra !!



To most investors, just surviving a bear market is more important than finding the
next jet-fueled growth stock.



But we want to let you in on a secret: Rather than just trying to survive,
investors can actually thrive in bear markets. In fact, we make a lot more money a
lot faster in bear markets than we do in bull markets.



After all, stocks and most other asset classes typically fall faster than they rise,
because “Fear is a much stronger motivator than Greed”.



So if you're not making money in a market like this one - where prices are falling,
even plummeting - you're missing out.



It's time to change that. And we are going to show you how to make profit from
current situation.

“Just create a short”
On Nifty Future around 5590 with the target of 5450 level.
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